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Gratitude journal 67 templates

This is also intended for children, but adults can definitely follow along to get into the spirit of gratitude. This gratitude magazine app is available for download from itunes with versions that are compatible with iphone and ipad. How to keep a gratitude Journal Freebie Gratitude Journal Free printable bullet magazine daily detection standard recording or use as inspiration. Gratitude
magazine template download. Find a time bullet template for each topic. Bullet magazine weekly standard recording to download and print for free. Apparently im not saying how much money you. Blank gratitude log get your copy today. Increase your quality of life by following our standard of gratitude to appreciate the things that matter most in your life. Tips to help you set up a
daily bullet magazine log that works right for you. At the sale price of 660 the rights to this book are 181 per sale. This application will only set you back 299 and 45 MB of space, but packs a strong punch. Multiply that 181 x 1543 sales of about 279283 in monthly income from this one magazine. Grateful moment magazine helps you double. Bibme free bibliography reference
maker mla apa Chicago Harvard. At the list price of 799 its rights are about 264 multiplied by 1543 sales is about 407352 in monthly income. Free shipping on qualifying offers. Gratitude garden activity is a good activity to follow the creation of gratitude trees. There are three kinds of templates below. Add to your journal pages. A Harvard business study has revealed that people
who have goals are 10 times more successful than those who don't have goals. Templates divided into different unit numbers. Improve your experience. Achieve your goals by effectively designing your tasks and programs in an easy-to-read programming system. Organize weekly goals top priorities record daily gratitude. Again, just this book. Gratitude Journal 67 Template Ideas
and Applications for Your Calendar Gratitude Journal 67 Templates Ideas and Applications for Your Calendar Free Printable Gratitude Journal Art N Nature Gratitude Magazines Let's Choose to Be Grateful Free Printable 31 Day Gratitude Journal Gratitude Magazine Printable E Starr Printable Gratitude Journal Gratitude Journal 67 Templates Ideas and Applications for Your
Calendar Gratitude Magazine Ideas Fill Printable Online Forms Blog 30 Days Grateful a Gratitude Album Sheet Daily Gratitude Calendar template Ryan S Marketing Blog Gratitude Journal How to Keep a Gratitude Journal Bee Happy Daily Gratitude Calendar Standard Prayer Magazines Certificate Design Gratitude Magazine Fillable Printable Pdf Journal New Etsy Prayer
Magazine Template Download Luxury Magazine Gratitude Template Kimberly W 4ukimberly In Pinterest Gratitude Magazine Template Free Filterable Online Forms Free Download Sample 10 Magazine Gratitude Template Free Standard Gratitude Standard Journal 67 67 Ideas and Applications for Your Calendar Top Gargantuan Gratitude Magazine Standard Printable Jeettp
Scrapbooking Tammytags Tt Designer Allison Kimball Design Tt Prayer Magazine Template Download Lovely Sample Calendar List Definition Printable Everyday Love Body Spirit Food Gratitude Calendar Page Journal Letter Gratitude Templates Filtable Printable Online Forms How a Weekly Gratitude Practice Can Change Your Life and Free Best Gratitude Journal App
Supplementable Printed Online Calendar Notebook Calendar Self Esteem Journal Worksheet Therapist Help free printable anger identification triggers worksheet Theranest Daily Gratitude Journal Worksheet Self Care Gratitude and Gratitude Magazine Template Download Filtered Online Gratitude Magazine Template Free Printable Book Review Gratitude Magazine Template
Download Ryan S Marketing Blog Get Gratitude Magazine Sheet Phestter most Top Template Collection Magazine Template Free Printable Food Pages Standards Gratitude Template 3 2 1 6 4 5 Download Five Minutes Free Five Hummus Free Download Journal 5 Pdf Gratitude Magazine Printable Free Template Majeste Gratitude Information Magazine Standard Printable Prayer
Journal Gratitude Magazine Template 3 2 1 6 4 5 Download five minutes free prayer magazine standard word gratitude magazine standard Word free gratitude newspaper asks printable printed online gratitude standard food calendar c free templates online gratitude standard monster habit 7 simple template uploaded by daily food standard magazine free calendar 2 Log Excel
gratitude template Inspired professional letter form log calendar template tsukame Co free magazine template pages templates for word art calendar intended printable mindfulness cards gratitude magazine printable worksheet free printable gratitude magazine sage life writing template 283 best print design worksheet suggestion Online gratitude magazine template for your
template programming magazine free weekly gratitude magazine standard fidler on tour online magazine template free food magazine template daily standard standard treatment template for brochures grateful magazine template printed online link forms template magazine download the new standard gratitude template top collection printed gratitude quiz download them or print
reflective magazine template learning lccorp co daily gratitude calendar template Dream Journal Pdf concept in telugu Gratitude Magazine Standard Free Business Template Repeat Daily Gratitude Calendar Standard Prayer Ideas Magazine Coupon 5 5 Templates Gratitude Magazines Mandala Template Download Free 25 Gratitude Journal Asks With Questions and Ideas
Gratitude Magazine Ideas How to Write to Improve Your Standards C11 Free Printable Gratitude Journal Pages Fillable Printable Online Magazine Standard Food Standard Printable Free Download Sample 19 Gratitude Magazine Template Recommended Magazine Standard Daily Gratitude Calendar Log Ks1 The Rapid E Prayer Magazine Standard Catalog Pdf Art Church Excel
Calvary Journal Prayer Template Download Best Of Prayer List Standard Free Prayer Magazine Template Free Magazine Standard Word Daily Gratitude Calendar Standard Ideas Printable Daily Magazine Sheets Download Them or Print Gratitude Magazine Template Free Literally Browser Support Margines Information Gratitude Magazine Templates Free Weekly Qarandoon
Info Gratitude Magazine 67 Template Ideas and Applications for Your Calendar Gratitude Magazine Printable Shinesheets How to Keep a Gratitude Magazine Freebie Pinterest Gratitude This online Gratitude Magazine Template Free Download Meets How to Keep a Magazine Gratitude a Free Template Chelsea Dinen Helps and Depression Get Free Gratitude Magazine Standard
Plus Coloring Page Download Free Download Sample Holding a Gratitude Magazine is an important online daily magazine Templates Psychopow Co Student Template Samples Graduate Jobs Repeat Example for Students Downloadable Gratitude Magazine Filling Out Printed Forms Daily Gratitude Magazine Template Pdf Building A Practice With Me in a Gratitude Challenge
Kayelle Designs Gratitude Template Download Free Printable 31 Day Gratitude Journal for Children Free Printable Microsoft Word Word Template Blank Calendar is like the most desirable features and qualities in that it is usually not enough to simply decide to be grateful–we must actively practice it to consolidate its place in our lives. There are many reasons why gratitude is
such a desirable quality, in addition to its inherent kindness. As we wrote recently in a piece about the benefits of gratitude, performing simple daily acts of gratitude can have a big impact on your health and happiness. These effects are particularly evident in the practice of journaling gratitude. It only takes a few minutes a day, but it can give you a lasting mood boost that can get
you out of feeling ok to feel great on a more regular basis. If you're wondering what a gratitude magazine is or how you can get on the journaling train, read on to learn everything you need to know about maintaining a gratitude magazine! Before you read, we thought you'd like to download our 3 positive psychology exercises for free. These Scientific exercises will explore
fundamental aspects of positive psychology, including strengths, values, self-compassion, and will give you the tools to enhance the well-being of your clients, students or employees. What is Gratitude Magazine? A gratitude magazine is, quite simply, a tool to keep track of the good in life. No matter how difficult and winning life can sometimes feel, there is always something to
feel grateful for. As we express our gratitude, we must never forget that the greatest consideration is not to say words, but to live with them. - John F. Kennedy Even more than that, regularly journaling about the good things in your life can help prepare and empower you to deal with rough patches when you pop up. It's extremely simple to get started: just write (or type) the things
you're grateful for on a daily basis. You can use a calendar, calendar, notebook, or just a piece of paper. If you're committed to being green or just find it easier to do things digitally, you can use one of the many gratitude apps or even a simple Word document! Once you have your calendar or app ready, just start noting the things you're grateful for. Do you have a promotion?
That's a newspaper! Has a new yoga movement been conquered? That's a newspaper! Did you receive good news about a possible health problem? You guessed it - the diary! It can be that easy. In case you're wondering what this practice will do for me? read refer to learn about the potential benefits of this simple practice. Benefits of a Gratitude Journal We've already written
about the benefits of a regular gratitude practice, but here are some benefits that people have noticed when practicing gratitude journaling in particular: Gratitude journaling, like many gratitude practices, can reduce your stress levels; It can help you feel calmer, especially at night; Journaling can give you a new perspective on what's important to you and what you really appreciate
in your life; Noting what you're grateful for, you can gain clarity about what you want to have more in your life, and what you can do without; Gratitude journaling can help you learn and focus on what really matters to you; Keeping a gratitude magazine helps you learn more about yourself and become more self-aware; Your gratitude diary is only for your eyes, so you can write
anything you feel without worrying about judgment from others; On days when you feel blue, you can read through your gratitude magazine to adjust your attitude and remember all the good things in your life (Jessen, 2015). One yoga enthusiast at Yoganonymous.com wrote about seven of the benefits he noticed when gratefully journaling: It can make you more careful, helping
you become more grounded and also making it easier to notice even more things you're grateful for; Gratitude journaling can help you more balanced and less thrown away by daily pressure; You may notice that much smaller, good things are happening -- or you may notice the small, good things that were already happening. Your gratitude can act as a beacon for good things and
good people, drawing even more positive things to be grateful to you. It can make you feel accomplished, even if it's a relatively small achievement. We all need a win, no matter how big or small, every now and then; Attention-could just make you more giving generous to others! But don't worry, it's not always about the money; Surprisingly, there are things that actually develop
and grow when we give them, such as compassion, empathy and laughter. Gratitude journaling can provide a sense of context or interface. It may remind us how things in life relate to each other, and guide us to one of those rare moments in which we truly recognize that the word is much greater than us, but we are grateful only to be a small part of it (Pope, 2016). If you're the
kind of person who wants that hard evidence in addition to accounts of personal experience, there are studies that support these observations: A brand new study of a three-month trial of journaling gratitude found that both reflective (finding things to be grateful for) and reflective-behavior (finding things to be grateful for and expressing your gratitude) journaling have been an
important , positive impact on well-being, effect and depression (O'Connell, O'Shea, &amp; Gallagher, 2017); Another brand new study showed that Turkish freshmen who completed a three-week gratitude journal experienced greater gratitude, better adjustment to university life, higher life satisfaction and increased positive impact, compared to a freshman control group (Işık
&amp; Ergeüner-Tekinalp, 2017); Gratitude journaling has been shown to help divorced parents forgive their ex-husband(s), an extremely important step toward positive co-parents (Rye, Feri, Moore, Worthington, Wade, Sandage, &amp; Cook, 2012); Finally, gratitude researchers in Australia found evidence that journaling gratitude helped school principals promote a balanced
view of the good and bad things that happen at school, use more grateful problem solving, find value in school relationships and experience more positive emotions, ultimately making them better and happier leaders (Waters &amp; Stokes , 2015). So gratitude journaling seems like it has a lot of upsides potential and no noticeable drawbacks. But how does it differ from writing in
any old diary or magazine? What's the difference between a gratitude magazine, design, calendar, and notebook? The main difference between a gratitude magazine and other similar items, such as designers, calendars, and notebooks, is the focus of the action: Gratitude journaling focuses on what you're grateful for; Completing a designer focuses on what you need to do; The
focus of a diary is on what happened in your time; Notebooks are for taking notes about current or future events, help you remember important points. Each element has a place and a purpose, but for the most part, it is not interchangeable. Organizing your week ahead with a designer can incidentally give you things to look forward to and be grateful for, but chances are there will
be some events or responsibilities that you're not so grateful for your design. Similarly, you will probably write both positive and negative events from your day in a calendar, which means that the focus is not just on what good or useful in your life. Finally, a notebook generally includes price-neutral notes and reminders, rather than lists of the good things in your life. Gratitude
Magazine is unique in this respect-it is the only item in the area of similar notebooks, designers, and magazines dedicated exclusively to observing and appreciating positive things in your life. To get the most out of your gratitude journaling practice, try to keep it that way. It's not inherently bad to write down the negative things that happened or the challenges you faced during your
day, but if you're not grateful for it, don't write it in your gratitude magazine. Keeping your gratitude magazine a place for only grateful thoughts will help you realize the benefits of a regular gratitude practice. Ideas for items in your gratitude Log gratitude calendar or log is a personal effort that must be unique to you and your life. No one can tell you what makes the cut for you and
your particular circumstances, but there are some suggestions that could help if you're struggling at first. Brianna Steinhilber of everup.com compiled a list of 20 gratitude indesties that can get you writing about all the things you should be grateful for. If you're stuck at first, at least some of these tips should be able to kickstart your gratitude creativity: List five little ways you can
share your gratitude today. Write about a person in your life who you are particularly grateful for and why. What skills or abilities are you grateful to have? What's there for a challenge you're facing right now that you can be grateful for? How is it where you are in life today different from a year ago-and what positive changes are you grateful for? What activities and hobbies would
you lose if you couldn't do them? List five body parts for which you are grateful and why. What about the city you live in that you are grateful for? What do you take for granted about your daily day that you can be grateful for? List 5 people in your life that are hard to get along with-and write at least one quality for each one that you are grateful for. What materialistic elements are
you most grateful for? Write about the music you are grateful to be able to listen to and why. Who has done something this week to help you or make your life easier and how can you thank them? Which foods or meals are you most grateful for? What elements of nature are you grateful for and why? What part of the morning routine are you grateful for? Write a letter to someone
who has positively affected your life, however large or And if it is. What's something you're grateful to hear this week? When was the last time you laughed uncontrollably -- relive the memory. What aspects of your work environment are you grateful for (Steinhilber, 2015)? If you're looking for some more specific examples of items that others list in their gratitude magazines, check
out Oprah's five items from her personal gratitude newspaper for 12, 1996: A run around Florida's Fisher Island with a light breeze that kept me cool; Eating cold melon on a bench in the sun; A long and hilarious conversation with Gayle about her blind date with Mr Potato Head; Sorbet in a cane, so sweet that it literally licked my finger; Maya Angelou invites me to read me a new
poem (Winfrey, N.D.). Since we can't all be friends with wonderful and inspiring celebrities, here are a few other example items for a gratitude magazine: The sunrise this morning during your early operation or while getting ready for the day; A quick text from a loved one just check-in to you; The feeling of slipping into bed with freshly washed sheets; Having enough to feed yourself
and put a roof over your head; Ball your anxiety, which is so good at calming you down during tense or important phone calls; The strawberries you had for lunch today, in the sweet spot between soft and firm; Smile your child as you tuck them into bed; The Pandora or Spotify playlist that so often reproduces exactly the song you had to listen to. The groceries important other
brought you home from the store (even if they forgot something!)? The sound of rain falling on your window at night, calming and relaxing you. While jumping right in and thinking about what you can write in your gratitude magazine is an exciting part of the journey, it can get somewhat less exciting as time goes by. In those days when you no longer feel pumped to write down what
you're grateful for, it's good to be prepared. These tips for maintaining a gratitude magazine can help. Lauren Jessen of the Huffington Post blog has these suggestions: Plan to write to your gratitude magazine every night for 15 minutes before bed. Set a notification reminder on your phone or schedule it in your calendar. I've found it easier to write at night, so that I can include the
things I'm grateful for that day. Keep your gratitude diary off your bedside so you'll see it before going to sleep and remember to note what you're grateful for. Your calendar can even become a symbol of gratitude so that when you just look at it, you will feel a sense of appreciation. Write as many things as you want in your gratitude diary. Writing down 5-10 things you're grateful for
every day is a good number to aim for. Your gratitude diary doesn't have to be deep. What you're grateful for can be as simple as the family or the new book or movie I recently enjoyed or breakfast this morning. What you're for will differ from everyone else (find a list of gratitude books here). The timing of when you want to write depends on you. While I try to write in my gratitude
diary every night, sometimes it happens every other night. It's okay, it's okay. Newspaper when it feels right for you-the benefits are really worth it. (Jessen, 2015) Creating a Gratitude Magazine has even become quite popular on its own WikiHow page! For step-by-step directions on how to keep a gratitude magazine, you can visit the page here. Here. I came across a number of
tips to make sure you get what you can from your gratitude magazine practice. Keep these in mind when journaling, and there should be no obstacle in your way that can stop you! Don't just go through the motions - be conscious of your new attitude of gratitude.. Don't set a minimum number of things to be grateful for every day- aiming for five things is fine, but accept that there
will be a few days when you need to gift yourself understanding and flexibility. Don't wait for the right time. It's okay to write something early. Edit because you are grateful for the things you write down. This can help you understand what is really important to you and what you can cut out of your life. Focus on people, not things. It's ok to be grateful for your smartphone or car, but
the joy you get from important relationships probably overshadows your love of electronics. Don't rush through the process-try to enjoy the act of journaling. Include surprises in your list. Surprises can cause more emotional response than planned activities and can be excellent to look back on when you feel stuck in the rut of routine. Keep the negative out of your calendar. As we
mentioned earlier, the focus on what is good sets the magazine gratitude in addition to other forms of journaling, note-taking, and calendar-writing-try to keep it that way! Variety is the salt and pepper of life! Try to list the new things as much as possible. Be creative, even if you don't think you're creative. Feel like you're adding a picture of your important other instead of making
them into a single line? Do it, do it, do it! Give him a chance. The common wisdom is that it takes three weeks to establish a new habit, so aim for at least three weeks of daily journaling before making any decisions. The only thing you have to lose if you don't get for gratitude journaling is a few minutes a day-hardly a huge loss (Jensen, n.d.). Armed with these tips, examples, and
guidelines, we hope you will find it easy to start and maintain a gratitude magazine! Now all you need to do is find the format that works for you. The Gratitude Bullet Journal While many people who regularly exercise gratitude journaling prefer to separate their gratitude from the day or week, others like the finished product when listing things they are grateful for on a big block for
each month. This format is referred to as the Gratitude Globe magazine since every thing you are for can be represented as a dot point in the monthly block. Many who prefer ball magazines still keep these balls organized by day, although they tend to use the day of the month rather than the day of the week (i.e., 15 rather than Tuesday 15th). For an example of the gratitude
realm magazine, see the images below. Many who extoll the benefits of gratitude bullet magazine recommend listing one thing, or at least one thing, you're grateful for every day, which can make it easier to start if you're to come up with five items every day. Whether you choose a more traditional gratitude calendar or a gratitude bullet magazine, what's important is that you
commit to feeling grateful every day and sticking with it! Decorating your magazine or adding a personal touch or other stylistic flair can help you stay motivated, so don't be afraid to get creative. This calendar is for you and only you, so do what works for you! Writing a Gratitude Essay A Gratitude Essay is a step further than gratitude journaling-takes more time, more effort, and
more pages. However, it can have a profound effect on your outlook and motivate you to be more careful and grateful for the good things in your life. Respected researcher and journal of positive psychology author Robert Emmons describes the assignment of an essay of gratitude as follows: A few years ago, I asked people with debilitating physical illnesses to compose a
narrative about a time when they felt a deep sense of gratitude to someone or something. I asked them to let themselves re-create this experience in their minds so that they could feel the emotions as if they had been transported back in time for the event itself. I also had them reflect on what they felt in this situation and how they expressed those feelings (Emmons, 2013). A
gratitude essay is a statement, a reflection, and an acknowledgment of what you should be grateful for and, indirectly, who you are. The opportunity you think back and your reaction to this reflection can reveal a lot about who you are and what you value. For example, if you look back with deep gratitude at something your mother did for you, filled to the brim with self-sacrificing
love, you'll probably find that you place tremendous value on family and close relationships with your loved ones. If you reflect back on a helping hand from a teacher, you may be the kind of person who greatly appreciates guidance, compassion, or the pay forward mindset. The point is that writing a gratitude essay is not only a great way to recognize and reflect on some of the
most important or defining moments of gratitude in your life, it's also a way to learn about yourself. With that in mind, grab a pen or keyboard, get to think about something you're grateful for, and prepare to learn! Printable Journal Templates There are countless templates out there to base your gratitude magazine. To save you time to search through hundreds of templates, I limited
it to five different printable templates that you can use for your own Calendar. Of course, if none of them fit your personal style, there are many others just a few clicks away. As always, find what works for you! The Grateful Journal This template is intended for those who would like to combine their practical gratitude with their religious or spiritual beliefs. If you're not looking for
references to a particular religious form or deity, keep going for more templates! Gratitude Journal for one by one design that you can keep neat and tidy (or doodle on the margins—your choice!), try the gratitude magazine worksheet therapistaid.com. This worksheet includes a space to list five things you're grateful for every day of the week (Monday through Sunday), as well as a
space at the end to mark the highlights of your week. Gratitude Journal, Four Parts This is a different plan than what we've discussed so far, but it's a fun one! It divides the sheet into four parts, with a place dedicated to morning gratitude (list of things you're grateful for right at the beginning of your day), a corner to write what you learn from the challenges in your life, a place to list
the people you're most grateful for today, and the final piece dedicated to describing the best part of your day. This is a fun and unique way to make every day a full of gratitude! Gratitude Bullets Points If you are partial to the dot style, you may like this template. It includes four separate week columns with space for three things you're grateful for each day. A nice thing about this
model is that you can start your week on any day that works for you as the days are marked day 1 through Day 7 instead of Sunday to Monday. Gratitude Journal, Etsy If you feel like supporting an independent business owner, there is a great template available for purchase at Etsy. This instant download is under $10 and includes space to note what you're grateful for every day of
the week, as well as space to explain why you're grateful for each item. They also have other versions that may be partial. Head over to support a crafty person and begin your gratitude journey at the same time! 5 Gratitude Magazine Apps that can help As with most problems or tasks in life, there is now an app for it! If you prefer the feel of a touchscreen over a pen in your hand,
there are many apps that support your daily gratitude workout. Gratitude/Bliss Journal For example, the Gratitude Magazine or Bliss Journal is an old standby in the field of gratitude magazine applications. It is available for Android devices and only takes up a small piece of your phone's memory. Best of all, it's free to install! If you are looking for an app that will guide you through
your daily gratitude practice with useful exercises and tips, click here to learn more about or download this app. Gratitude Journal Mojo This Gratitude Newspaper app is available download from iTunes, with versions that are compatible with iPhone and iPad. This application will only set you back about 45 MB of space, but packs a strong punch. It targets a distraction-free and
easy-to-use environment with easy scrolling and syncing across iOS devices. Bonus points-also uses small heart symbols to track what you're grateful for every day! To see hearts for yourself or download this app, click here. Mojo Mojo adds some fun features to the typical gratitude magazine app, including adding an add-on emojis, and organizing from the calendar. This fun and
easy application can even introduce your entries from the Gratitude app to keep all your gratitude in sync! This app, marketed as more than a magazine, can be found on iTunes. It seems that the app is currently struggling to find a home page to download, but you can learn more about it here. Gratitude 365 Pro This gratitude magazine app is available on the iPhone and allows the
user to embed photos, track their journaling by day, and organize by email, Facebook, Twitter, or Flickr calendar. It's all in name with this app, so give it a try if you plan to add gratitude to your daily practice 365 days a year! You can read more about it or download it here. Day one Another app for iPhone, iPad, and Mac users, Day One helps you keep a digital calendar complete
with pictures, maps, and notes about your day. This app can cut across devices, presenting you with the same look and format for each platform. While this app is intended for more than a calendar or daily magazine purpose, it's easy to use it to chase your gratitude. You can find it for Mac at $9.99 or for iPhone and iPad at $4.99 in the iTunes store. Click here to learn more about



this app. A take-home message Starting a new hobby or practice can be difficult, especially when it's a practice that can unearth some pretty intense emotions. Don't worry if you find it to be a difficult, overwhelming, or highly emotional experience at first. Try to lean on suffering and keep your commitment to daily gratitude because more peace and satisfaction lie on the other side!
Have fun with your gratitude magazine, and remember to do it uniquely you! Have you ever practiced regular gratitude diaries? Are you currently keeping a diary of gratitude? Do you have any tips or tricks to avoid some common distractions or difficulties? Let us know in the comments! For further reading: We hope to enjoy reading this article. Don't forget to download our 3
positive psychology exercises for free. If you want more, the Positive Psychology Toolkit© contains over 300 positive psychology scientific exercises, interventions, questionnaires and evaluations for professionals who can use in their treatment, guidance or workplace. Emmons, R. (2013, May 13). How gratitude can help you through difficult times. Largest Good Science Center.
Retrieved from Işık, Ş., &amp; Ergüner-Tekinalp, B. (2017). The effects of gratitude journaling on Turkish first year college student adjustment, life satisfaction and positive effect. International Journal for the Promotion of Counselling, 39(2), 164-175. Jensen, L. (n.d.). Turn pain to joy: 11 tips for a powerful gratitude magazine. Little Buddha. Retrieved from Jessen, L. (2015, July 8).
The benefits of a gratitude magazine and how to A. The Huffington Post Blog. Retrieved from Marsh, J. (2011, November 17). Tips for maintaining a gratitude magazine. Largest Good Science Center. Retrieved from O'Connell, B. H., O'Shea, D., &amp; Gallagher, S. (2017). Feeling thanks and saying thank you: A randomized controlled trial looking at whether and how socially
oriented gratitude journals work. Journal of Clinical Psychology, 73(10), 1280-1300. Pope, E. (2016, January 12). 7 benefits of creating a gratitude magazine. I'm not going to do that. Retrieved from Rye, M.S., Fleri, A.M., Moore, C. D., Worthington, E. J., Wade, N.G., Sandage, S. J., &amp; Cook, K.M. (2012). Evaluation of an intervention designed to help divorced parents forgive
their ex-husband. Journal of Divorce &amp; Remarriage, 53, 231-245. Steinhilber, B. (2015, November 24). 20 indesties for gratitude journaling. Everup. Retrieved from Waters, L., &amp; Stokes, H. (2015). Positive education for school principals: Exploring the effects of emotion-gratitude and action-gratitude. The Australian Educator and Developmental Psychologist, 32, 1-22.
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